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Effect of fibre loading on the
microstructural, electrical, and
mechanical properties of carbon
fibre incorporated smart
cement-based composites

Jiacheng Zhang  *, Andrew Heath  , Richard J. Ball  and
Kevin Paine 

Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering, University of Bath, Bath, United Kingdom

Carbon fibre incorporated smart cement-based composite has great potential

for the multifunctional health monitoring of concrete structures. This paper

presents the microstructural, electrical, and mechanical properties of smart

cement-based composites incorporating chopped carbon fibres from low

dosages at 0–0.1% by volume (vol%) with detailed intervals, to high dosages

up to 2.4 vol%. In comparison to a plain mortar, smart cement-based

composites at all fibre contents had higher flexural strength. A 95%

improvement in flexural strength was obtained at a fibre content of 0.3 vol%,

whereas compressive strength increased up to a fibre content of 1.0 vol%, with

the highest improvement, 105%, at 0.2 vol%. The bulk conductivity of smart

cement-based composites underwent a double percolation process where the

percolation zone of the fibres was identified at fibre contents of 0–0.1 vol% and

the percolation zone of the capillary pores resided at fibre contents of

2.1–2.4 vol% indicating an extremely low durability. This study presents the

laboratory characterization on smart cement-based composites where the

fundamentals of the transitional behaviours of the mechanical properties

and the percolation in electrical property through fibre loading were studied,

which is a necessary step prior to the assessment of the self-sensing

performance. The impact of this study will enable the physical properties of

carbon fibre incorporated smart cement-based composites to be optimized

through the design and manufacturing process. This will lead to robust

performance and superior in-situ multi-functional health monitoring of

concrete structures.
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1 Introduction

The deterioration of concrete structures inevitably occurs

because concrete is naturally porous, brittle, and quasi-

homogenous. Since the beginning of its service life, a

composite such as concrete can be subject to environmental

influences including thermal stresses, chemical attack, corrosion,

and other actions (Mindess et al., 2003). Therefore, concrete

structures should be properly and timely evaluated to assess their

deterioration so that remedial action can be taken if required.

Visual inspection has long been a common way to achieve this

but with the development of the semi-conductor industry the use

of structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques has allowed a

step change forward towards automation. Traditional SHM is

achieved by externally employing measures such as strain gauges,

strain sensors, optical fibres, piezoceramic sensors, and so on for

the monitoring of strain/stress, cracking, temperature, and

corrosion of concrete structures (Fuhr and Huston, 1998;

Benmokrane et al., 2007; Gaumet et al., 2021; Ramachandran

et al., 2022; Taha et al., 2022). However, these measures are

expensive, delicate, not necessarily compatible with concrete

structures, and complicated to operate. While in use, extra

maintenances need to be performed to ensure their longevity,

which are again labour-intensive, expensive and have potential

for increased environmental impact. To address this issue, smart

cement-based composites (or conductive cement-based

materials) have attracted the attention of many researchers

and practitioners. Smart cement-based composites are easy-

shaped and can present excellent mechanical robustness, high

electrical conductivity, sound piezoresistivity, low drying

shrinkage, and natural compatibility with the surrounding

concrete structure, which allow for a variety of self-sensing

(or self-monitoring) purposes for the health monitoring of

concrete structures (e.g., strain/stress, damage, crack,

temperature, and healing) (Chen and Chung, 1993a, 1996;

Sun et al., 1998; Chung, 2000; Peled et al., 2001; Wen and

Chung, 2006; Han and Ou, 2007; Azhari and Banthia, 2012;

Yildirim et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2019). Smart cement-based

composites form an integral part of the structure and do not

normally require extra maintenance like the embedded or

externally applied sensors.

A smart cement-based composite is made by dispersing

highly conductive fillers (e.g., carbon fibres, carbon

nanotubes, conductive aggregates) into the less conductive

cementitious matrix hence an electrically conductive network

is formed for multifunctional self-sensing works (Chen and

Chung, 1993a; Han et al., 2010, 2015; Al-Dahawi et al., 2016;

Lu et al., 2022a; 2022c; 2022b). With the addition of

conductive fillers from lower to higher dosages, transitional

processes can take place in such a heterogenous composite,

where different electrical and mechanical properties were

exhibited, in turn affecting the in-situ self-sensing

performance.

This transitional process, in electrical conductivity, can be

described by the percolation law. Xie et al. (1996) proposed three

types of system through percolation according to the geometric

presence of carbon fibres (as the electrically conductive filler) in a

mortar matrix and suggested that each system reacted differently

to the microstructural changes of cement matrix. In the

percolation process, the most important parameter,

percolation threshold, refers to the content where a

continuously connected pathway has just been formed by the

conductive fillers contacting each other within the less

conductive matrix (Zallen, 1998). There exists a percolation

zone at the vicinity of this threshold where the sharp change

in electrical properties was consistent due to the pronounced

tunnelling effect between adjacent filler tips (non-ohmic

conduction) and the contact conduction between touched

fibres (ohmic conduction) (Sun et al., 1998; Han et al., 2010;

Nan et al., 2010). Chen et al. (2004) determined that the

percolation zone was located at fibre contents of 0.4–0.8 vol%,

where a continuous sharp increase in electrical conductivity of

the carbon fibre (aspect ratio = 667: 1) reinforced cement mortar

occurred. Later, Wen and Chung (2007) reported a double

percolation phenomenon of electrical conductivity in carbon

fibre (aspect ratio = 333: 1) reinforced mortar that under

different sand/cement ratios the fibres percolated at a zone of

0.3–0.8% by volume of the paste and the cement paste percolated

at 70%–76% by volume of the mortar. Baeza et al. (2013)

suggested that under the same material and scale, a lower

filler content is required to reach the percolation threshold for

fillers with higher aspect ratio.

This transitional process can also take place in mechanical

properties. Toutanji et al. (1994) found that incorporating 1, 2,

and 3 vol% of carbon fibres in cement paste all resulted in the

enhancement of tensile and flexural strengths. Similar outcomes

regarding the development of the flexural strength with the

increasing fibre content were also reported in a recent

research by Donnini et al. (2018). However, the effect on

compressive strength is less clear with either no obvious effect

(Wang and Aslani, 2021) or a decrease in compressive strength

with increasing fibre content (Park and Lee, 1993; Donnini et al.,

2018). While testing with nano-scale fillers, Ding et al. (2022)

reported that incorporating carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 5% by

mass of cement had the highest compressive strength, which

reduced with further increase of the dosage. Al-Dahawi (Al-

Dahawi et al., 2016) discovered that cement mortar incorporating

CNTs exhibited the highest compressive strength in comparison

to plain mortar and other mortars incorporated with macro-scale

fillers. Although having superior self-sensing performance than

normal gauges (Zhang et al., 2020), nano-scale fillers can be

carcinogenic due to their special geometry and small scale, which

can have substantial health and safety implications during

manufacturing processes (Jones et al., 2019). As the authors

considered it unacceptable to include fillers with potentially high

risks to health, macro-scale fillers were favoured for their
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practicality to be used in smart cement-based composites, as also

noted by other researchers (Banthia et al., 1992; Chung, 2000;

Han et al., 2007; Roopa and Hunashyal, 2021; Zhang et al., 2022).

Therefore, the transitional behaviours of electrical and

mechanical properties through filler loadings, were primarily

dependent on the physical properties of the fillers (e.g., scale,

aspect ratio, material, etc). Variations in the transitional

processes can be influenced by the basic condition of the

cement matrix (e.g., water/cement ratio, sand/cement ratio,

chemical additives, degree of compaction, etc), as well as the

associated microstructural changes from the filler inclusion

(Chung, 2000). Determination and understanding the

mechanisms of these transitional processes can be critical

because the self-sensing behaviour is an integrated response

from the electrical and mechanical properties. While in SHM,

it was suggested by researchers that the piezoresistivity is the

most remarkable within the percolation zone where the

proportion of the tunnelling effect was the highest among all

conduction mechanisms because the tunnelling effect can take

place as long as the adjacent fillers are within the tunnelling range

hence easily influenced by the deformation of the cement matrix

(Chung, 2000; Xu et al., 2011; Wang and Aslani, 2021). For filler

loadings above the percolation zone, although the electrical

conductivity is higher, the sensing effectiveness is reduced

(Chung, 2021). Also, the self-sensing functionality of smart

cement-based composite is associated with the mechanical

interactions between the filler and cement matrix, as well as

the reversible/irreversible changes in the geometry. Reversible

strain leads to reversible piezoresistive response and irreversible

damage leads to irreversible piezoresistivity (Wen and Chung,

2006; Chung, 2021). It was suggested that the peak stress for self-

sensing of cyclic compression should be less than 30% of the

ultimate compressive strength in order to ensure the reversible

piezoresistive response (Galao et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2021).

Despite numerous research on the self-sensing performance

of smart cement-based composites, the has been a lack of

thorough laboratory characterizations. The interval of filler

content was not always detailed enough, and the range of the

fibre content was not always wide enough to fully reveal the

transitional behaviours. The underlying mechanisms of the

influence of manufacturing process and mix design on the

transitional processes of electrical and mechanical properties

with filler contents were rarely investigated. In this paper,

macro-scale chopped carbon fibres, which is the most

comprehensively studied filler for self-sensing performance,

was used. As a cheap and common product which has been

widely used in the industries such as aerospace and automobile,

carbon fibres are high in mechanical strength and electrical

conductivity, flexible, less prone to thermal expansion, and

most importantly, chemically stable in the highly alkaline

cement matrix in comparison to metal fibres (e.g., steel fibres)

which are susceptible to corrosion (Chen and Chung, 1993a; Han

et al., 2007, 2015; Park, 2018; Dong et al., 2019). Carbon fibres

with volume percentages 0–2.4 vol% was employed to make sure

a full range of behaviour was revealed from extremely low,

0.001 vol%, to what can be considered a very high fibre

content, 2.4 vol%, with detailed intervals. The transitional

processes of electrical and mechanical properties are discussed

based on classical percolation theory, Griffith’s theory, and the

findings of microstructural investigations.

This research elucidates the transitional behaviours of

microstructural, electrical, and mechanical properties of

carbon fibre incorporated smart cement-based composite over

a wide range of fibre dosages. The results and underlying

mechanisms revealed through the laboratory characterization

in this study provides understanding on the optimization of

physical properties through the improvement of manufacturing

process and mixing design hence facilitates the multifunctional

use of cement-based sensors under realistic sensing scenarios.

2 Experimental programme

2.1 Materials and proportioning design

The materials used in this study were CEM Ⅰ 42.5R

conforming to BS EN 197-1, standard sand with maximum

size <2 mm conforming to BS EN 196-1, and tap water. For

each specimen, the mortar matrix was made with a fixed

composition with the water/cement ratio of 0.45 and the

sand/cement ratio of 3.0. Cement-based sensors were

fabricated by admixing PAN-based chopped carbon fibres

(SGL Carbon Fibers Ltd., Wiesbaden, Germany) with different

volume percentages from 0 to 2.4 vol% into the mortar matrix

(Table 1). Polycarboxylate superplasticizer (PERAMIN®

COMPAC, Upplands Vasby, Sweden) with 0.4% by mass of

cement was used on every mix for improving the fibre dispersion

and consistence of the mixture. Tributyl phosphate (Sigma-

Aldrich, Dorset, United Kingdom) was used as defoamer to

reduce air bubbles while mixing and the dosage was 3 ml

which was tested to be the lowest dosage to effectively reduce

air bubbles. Throughout the study, specimens are named as plain

mortar and “CF + fibre content”. For example, smart cement-

based composite containing 0.2 vol% of carbon fibre was named

as “CF0.2 vol%”.

2.2 Manufacturing

The manufacturing of smart cement-based composite can be

classified into three types based on the chronological sequence of

the fibres and cement being admixed (Han et al., 2015): the first

mixing method, the synchronous mixing method, and the latter

mixing method. In this study, the mixing sequence was a

combination of the first mixing method and the standard

method conforming to BS EN 196-1 with the extended time
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of blending for improved matrix homogenization. The fibres

were initially dispersed into the polycarboxylate solution before

blending with the cement powder and the standard sand. The

physical properties of smart cement-based composite can be

influenced by the manufacturing process, therefore the

manufacturing process is introduced in detail:

Step 1: The full portion of the polycarboxylate

superplasticizer (powder form) and the defoamer (liquid

form) were dissolved into the whole mixing water (tap water,

21°C). The solution was hand stirred for at least 10 min until no

powder or bubbles were visible.

Step 2: The full portion of the carbon fibres was added into

the solution. The mixture in a beaker was then placed in an

ultrasonicator (Shesto Ltd., Watford, United Kingdom) for

30 min, during which hand stirring continued.

Step 3: The mixture was blended with the whole portion of

cement in an electronic mixer (CONTROLS Ltd., Hertfordshire,

United Kingdom) for 5 min at low speed conforming to BS EN

196-1.

Step 4: The whole portion of sand was added and the whole

mix was mixed for another 3 min at high speed conforming to BS

EN 196-1.

Step 5: The electronic mixer was stopped for 90 s, during

which the parts of the mix adhering to the wall and the bottom of

the bowl was scraped and the mix was manually blended with a

metallic scraper.

Step 6: The electronic mixer was restarted, and the mixing

continued for an extended mixing time of 5 min at high

speed.

Step 7: A stainless-steel mould conforming to BS EN 196-

1 was used to cast the fresh mix, which can produce three 40 ×

40 × 160 prismatic specimens for each batch. The fresh mix was

compacted by vibrating for 2 min. Then, a pair of electrodes

(stainless-steel, rod-shape) with 3 mm of diameter and 50 mm of

length, were inserted into the mix along the centre line with a

distance of 40 mm between them and a depth of 30 mm into the

mix (Figure 1A).

Step 8: The mould was wrapped with kitchen film for the

mitigation of moisture exchange and carbonation and kept at

laboratory temperature (20 ± 2°C).

Specimens were demoulded 24 h after casting, and then

cured under water in a water tank at 21°C for 97 days until

testing to ensure any variation in electrical properties with time

were minimised (Taylor, 1987).

In this study, in addition to mixing carbon fibres at various

volume percentages into the mortar matrix for the fabrication of

smart cement-based composites, carbon fibres were also mixed

into a diluted calcium hydroxide (CH) solution (i.e., CH

TABLE 1 Nominal properties of the chopped carbon fibres from supplier.

Density
(g/cm3)

Fibre
length
(mm)

Filament
diameter
(μm)

Tensile
strength
(GPa)

Tensile
modulus
(GPa)

Electrical
conductivity
(S/m)

Precursor

1.8 6 7.5 4 240 6.7 × 104 Polyacrylonitrile
(PAN)

FIGURE 1
Dimension of smart cement-based composite and electrode arrangement.
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dissolved in distilled water with a mass concentration of 4 ×

10−3 wt%). This enabled the percolation zone of smart cement-

based composites to be determined by comparing the different

percolation behaviours between: 1) a simple two-phase mixture

of “electrolyte–fibre” (i.e., diluted CH solution) where the classic

percolation law applies, and 2) a triple-phase mixture of

“cement–pore fluid–fibre” (i.e., smart cement-based

composite) where the percolation behaviour was affected by

the complex microstructure of cement matrix.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Electrical measurement
2.3.1.1 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

In this study, the Nyquist plot has been used as the formalism

to pick up the electrical properties of smart cement-based

composites, The complex impedance Z(ω) was expressed as

Z(ω) � Z′(ω) − jZ″(ω) (1)
where the Z′(ω) is the resistance (unit in Ω), Z″(ω) the

capacitive reactance (unit in Ω), ω the angular frequency, and

j � ���−1√
.

Under two-point EIS, it has been well-documented that the

Nyquist plot of a mortar matrix containing carbon fibres

consists of three responses: the bulk arc, the mid arc, and

the electrode “spur” (Torrents et al., 2001; Suryanto et al.,

2016; Díaz et al., 2021), whereas the Nyquist plot of the

plain mortar only contains two responses: the bulk arc and

the electrode “spur” (McCarter and Brousseau, 1990;

Christensen et al., 1994) (Figure 2).

The electrode “spur” is produced by the charge transfer

resistance and double layer capacitance at the electrode-pore

fluid interface. The mid arc is produced by a strong surface

effect of double layer capacitance and surface resistance at the

fibre-pore fluid interface (Schwarz, 1962; Schurr, 1964; Mason

et al., 2002; Suryanto et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2022). Most

importantly, the bulk arc is the bulk response produced by the

bulk conduction mechanism and the interfacial polarization

(Christensen et al., 1994; McCarter et al., 2009). The bulk

conductivity σ, as the parameter of interest in this study,

situates at the transitional location where the double layer

effect is diminished and the bulk response dominates (Zhang

et al., 2022). For the plain mortar, it is the intersection of the

electrode “spur” and the bulk arc, while for the smart cement-

based composite, it is the intersection of the mid arc and the

bulk arc (Figure 2). The bulk conductivity σ was calculated

through

σ (ωb) � Z′(ωb)
[Z′(ωb)]2 + [Z″(ωb)]2

· k (2)

where ωb is the angular frequency at the intersections (Figure 2),

k the geometric coefficient which is calculated in accordance with

the method proposed by Díaz et al. and Ball et al. (Díaz et al.,

2010; Ball et al., 2011) and equals to 38.61 for the geometry of

smart cement-based composite in this study.

2.3.1.2 Instrumentation and data acquisition

The impedance responses were measured under two-point

EIS with the PSM 3750 frequency response analyser

(Newtons4th Ltd., Leicester, United Kingdom).

Measurement voltage was configured to an RMS of

707.107 mV. The sweeping mode was logarithmic at

frequencies 1 Hz–10 MHz with 10 points per log cycle. All

specimens were water-saturated to ensure the ionic

conduction through the continuously connected pores were

fully revealed (Song, 2000). Before each measurement, the

specimens was slightly wiped on the surface with paper towel

so the influence of the surface current via random surface

moisture on the measurement on the volumetric impedance

was minimized. The impedance measurement was conducted

within 2 min after the specimen being taken out of the water

tank to prevent the specimen from drying internally. The

measurement environment was 20 ± 2°C and 50% RH.

2.3.2 Testing of mechanical properties
After the measurement of impedance, specimens were stored

in the laboratory condition (20 ± 2°C and 50% RH) for 1 day

before the mechanical tests. The flexural strength was tested on

the specimen pre-notched at the mid span by three-point

FIGURE 2
Nyquist plot of smart cement-based composite (CF0.5 vol%
as an example) and plain mortar both at the age of 97 days and
water-saturated condition, ωbs refers to the angular frequency for
the bulk resistance of the smart cement-based composite,
ωbpm refers to the angular frequency for the bulk resistance of the
plain mortar.
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bending in a hydraulic frame (Instron, Buckinghamshire,

United Kingdom), over a span of 100 mm, which was in

accordance with BS EN 196-1. After the specimen was

ruptured, both halves were tested for compressive strength by

uniaxial compression (40 × 40 mm contact area) in a

compression machine (CONTROLS Ltd., Hertfordshire,

United Kingdom). The testing processes and configurations

were all aligned with BS EN 196-1. Calculations of the

arithmetic mean and standard deviation also conformed to BS

EN 196-1.

2.3.3 Microstructural investigation
After the mechanical tests, backscattered electron (BSE)

imaging and digital microscopy were performed to study the

condition of the fibres at the fracture surface using a HITACHI

SU-3900 SEM machine (HITACHI, Tokyo, Japan) and a

VHX6000 digital microscope (Keyence Ltd., Hounslow,

United Kingdom), respectively. The digital microscopy was

operated in the laboratory condition (20 ± 2°C and 50% RH),

where the lightings and magnifications were manually adjusted

in order to obtain an optimal picture of the fibres and mortar

matrix. For the BSE imaging, the acceleration voltage was

configured to 20 kV as suggested in the literature (Huang

et al., 2013; Scrivener et al., 2016).

To study the microstructural changes resulting from the fibre

incorporation, mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) was used.

Smart cement-based composites from the same batch, but which

had not undergone mechanical testing were used, as this can

induce microcracking leading to changes in measured pore size

distribution. Before MIP, fragments were taken from the centre

location of the specimen and were dried in the oven at 60°C until

mass equilibrium. Low- and high-pressure intrusion were

conducted using Pascal 140 and Pascal 440 machines

respectively (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Milan, Italy). The

intrusion pressure was 0–400 MPa and the Hg contact angle was

140° for all specimens.

FIGURE 3
Physical appearances of smart cement-based composites (A) appearance of the composite with the highest fibre content 2.4 vol% showing
segregation and clumping of fibres which can be visually confirmed (B) fracture surface of composite with a relatively low fibre content 0.2 vol%
showing no fibres were visible to the naked eye.
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3 Results and discussions

3.1 Microstructural properties

3.1.1 Digital microscopy and backscattered
electron (BSE) imaging

Digital microscopy and BSE imaging were conducted on the

fracture surfaces of smart cement-based composites for the

investigation of the fibres’ geometric presence and the

condition of mortar matrix. The presence of the fibres can be

differentiated with bare eyes for the cement-based composite

with the highest fibre incorporation 2.4 vol% (Figure 3A),

therefore the digital microscope with a relatively low

magnification was used. Whilst the fibres on the fracture

surface of the composite with a lower fibre content, 0.2 vol%,

cannot be visually confirmed (Figure 3B), hence the BSE imaging

was used for its higher magnification and the ability to

differentiate thin fibre filaments from mortar matrix by

backscattered electrons.

Figure 4 shows presence of the fibres and the condition of

mortar matrix on the fracture surface of CF2.4 vol% with two

representative locations, locations A and B, presented. In

Figure 4A, at location A, the clumped fibre bunches were

bonded by hardened cement and showed segregation. The

sands were poorly bonded showing segregation as well, the air

voids were visually noticeable, and the mortar matrix showed

poor homogeneity. This indicates that at the highest fibre content

2.4 vol%, even with an extended mixing process in Steps 3–6,

there is no guarantee that the fibres will be uniformly distributed

and the mortar matrix will be homogenous. This phenomenon

was common across the fracture surface. In Figure 4B, at location

B, it is evident that still the mortar matrix showed a poor

homogeneity. Surprisingly, the fibres were uniformly dispersed

at this location but this was a scarce occurrence on the fracture

surface.

In Figure 5, the BSE images of the fracture surface of smart

cement-based composite with low fibre content of 0.2 vol% is

presented. As normally observed with backscattered SEM images,

materials with higher atomic numbers appear to be brighter

(Scrivener et al., 2016). Therefore, the carbon fibres exhibited

darker colour than the mortar matrix (grey and white). The fibres

were uniformly distributed throughout the plane but with fewer

fibre-fibre contacts (Figure 5A) in comparison to CF2.4 vol%

(Figure 4). Most importantly, CF0.2 vol% exhibited a more

FIGURE 4
Digital microscope investigation on the fracture surface of CF2.4 vol% (A) location A where the fibres were clumped, the sands were poorly
bonded, and the mortar matrix showed poor homogeneity (B) location B where the fibres were uniformly dispersed but still the mortar matrix
showed poor homogeneity.
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homogenized and compact matrix than what was observed on

CF2.4 vol% (Figure 4). Trace of fibre pullout was also spotted at

the fracture surface (Figure 5B) and the tips showed no sign of

breakage after the fracture (Figure 5C). Also, in CF2.4 vol%, no

fibre breakages were observed throughout the fracture surface

(Figure 4B). This evidence indicates that the failure mode of the

fibres in the composites was fibres pullout rather than fibres

breakage even in a more compact matrix of CF0.2 vol% because

of the high mechanical strength of the PAN-based carbon fibres

used in this study (Table 1). While using pitch-based carbon

fibres with lower mechanical strength, both fibres pullout and

breakage were reported (Akihama et al., 1986; Safiuddin et al.,

2018).

The possible reasons behind the large difference of observed

mortar matrixes between smart cement-based composite with

high (Figure 4A) and low fibre contents (Figure 5A) are discussed

below. The surface of a carbon fibre is naturally hydrophobic

(Park, 2018) and since water is one of the constituents, it could

have been expected that hydrophilicity of the carbon fibres could

aid the degree of fibre dispersion in mortar matrix. For this

purpose, the polycarboxylate superplasticizer was used. In

comparison to other dispersants such as cellulose which can

only make the surface of carbon fibres hydrophilic, and sodium-

based superplasticizer which can only make the surface of cement

grain hydrophilic, polycarboxylate superplasticizer has superior

dispersion ability thanks to its “double dispersion” feature for

improving the wettability of both the surfaces of carbon fibres

and cement grain (Han et al., 2012; Metaxa, 2015; Chuang et al.,

2018; Papanikolaou et al., 2021). The anchorage group on the

superplasticizer can adsorb on the surfaces via intermolecular

forces. Whilst the side chains, as the hydrophilic part, would

form a layer outside of the surfaces to attract water molecules via

FIGURE 5
BSE images of the fibres at the fracture surface of CF0.2 vol% (A) uniform dispersion of the fibres (B) trace of fibre pullout (C) exposed fibre tips
after fracture.
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steric stabilization, and to create repulsion force via steric

hindrance hence facilitating the dispersion of carbon fibres

and cement grain (Figure 6).

Therefore, the surface of the carbon fibre can be hydrophilic

after treatment of the polycarboxylate superplasticizer. In

Figure 4A, considering the high surface area provided by the

2.4 vol% fibre content, most of the water molecules from the

mixing water could have stabilized onto the fibre surface via the

polycarboxylate groups after Steps 1 and 2, causing little

effective water remaining. In turn, in Step 3 of mixing, the

cement powder may have reacted with the adsorbed water on

the surface of the carbon fibres. The effective water/cement

ratio can therefore be very low resulting in a poorly

homogenised mortar matrix hence a poor bonding of the

sand. In comparison, it can be seen in Figure 5 that

CF0.2 vol% had a more homogenised mortar matrix

indicating the sufficient effective water for the reaction with

the remaining cement powder. It can therefore be proposed that

under a fixed mixing proportion of water, cement, sand, and

polycarboxylate superplasticizer, the fibre content is positively

proportional to the amount of adsorbed water, and most

importantly, inversely proportional to the remaining effective

water. This phenomenon was also reported in other scientific

researches, where the workability of the fresh mix was also

found to reduce with the increasing fibre content (Ouda, 2015;

Wang et al., 2021; Wang and Aslani, 2022). The effective water

in such a phenomenon was also referred to as the “free water” or

“net water” by concrete practitioners while mixing concrete on

a site (Neville, 2011). It can be postulated that this indirect

change of “effective water/cement ratio” would alter not only

the appearances of the specimen just like what have been

observed, but also the physico-chemical properties, which

will be investigated in detail in the following context.

3.1.2 MIP
The development of capillary porosity (ϕ) with the increasing

fibre content (f) was examined by MIP as plotted in Figure 7A.

The porosity had a positive correlation with the fibre content, as

stated in other studies (Chung, 2000; Wang et al., 2008; Díaz

et al., 2020).

To determine how the fibre content affects the connected

porosity, the differential pore size distribution was plotted at

relatively low fibre contents 0 < f ≤ 0.6 vol% (Figure 7B) (Plain

mortar, CF0.005 vol%, CF0.2 vol%, and CF0.6 vol% as examples)

and relatively high fibre contents 0.6 < f ≤ 2.4 (Figure 7C)

(CF0.8 vol%, CF1.5 vol%, and CF2.4 vol% as examples). As

marked on the plot, while increasing the fibre content from

0.005 vol% to 0.6 vol%, the critical pore diameter increased from

approximately 40–80 nm reaching the same value as the plain

mortar (Figure 7B). This value then remained constant at

approximately 80 nm despite increasing the fibre content from

0.6 vol% to 2.4 vol% (Figure 7C). For the ease of identification,

pore sizes <80 nm were defined as finer pores and those >80 nm
were defined as coarser pores.

At low fibre contents, 0.005 vol% and 0.2 vol%, smart

cement-based composites had higher volume of the finer

pores, lower critical diameter, and lower volume of the

coarser pores than the plain mortar (Figure 7B). This

indicates that the quality of fibre dispersion was high

according to what were suggested in the literature that more

air voids formed due to more fibres clumping (Wang et al., 2008;

Díaz et al., 2020), which also reasonably connects to the BSE

results in Figure 5A that the fibres were uniformly dispersed in

CF0.2 vol%. It can also be postulated that the relative contents of

the polycarboxylate superplasticizer and the mixing water were

sufficient in comparison to the fibre loading here, which aided the

dispersion of the fibres and the workability of the mix. The higher

FIGURE 6
The “double dispersion” mechanism by polycarboxylate superplasticizer in the matrix of smart cement-based composite.
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volume of the finer pores in the CF0.005 vol% and CF0.2 vol%

was caused by the small air bubbles while mixing, as well as the

gaps between the fibre and the mortar matrix due to the plasticity

and shrinkage of cement, which naturally occurred as inevitable

flaws (Chung, 1995, 2005; Chen and Chung, 1996; Wen and

Chung, 2006). It was also found that all smart cement-based

composites had higher volume of the finer pores than the plain

mortar, which can also be ascribed to the increasing amount of

the natural flaws (Figures 7B, C). Furthermore, increasing the

fibre content to 2.4 vol% led to both the finer and coarser pores

continuously increasing by volume (Figures 7B, C) and achieving

the highest porosity of 23.6% at 2.4 vol% (Figure 7A).

In particular, the fibre content 0.6 vol% was a boundary

content below which the volume of the coarser pores and the

critical diameter were both lower than that of the plain mortar

(Figure 7B). At and above this boundary content, the volume of

the coarser pores was higher than that of the plain mortar but the

critical diameter remained at 80 nm which was equivalent to that

of the plain mortar (Figure 7C). The amount of polycarboxylate

superplasticizer was sufficient for making the surface of the

carbon fibres hydrophilic even at the highest fibre content

2.4 vol% because it was observed that most of the surface of

the carbon fibres were covered with hardened cement which

reacted with the adsorbed water in Step 3. Reasonably, it is safe to

assume that the at fibre contents <2.4 vol%, the amount of

polycarboxylate superplasticizer at 0.4% by mass of cement

was effective for wetting the surface of the carbon fibres.

Therefore, it can be proposed that the reason why at fibre

contents >0.6 vol% the volume of the coarser pores was

higher, is mostly associated with the indirectly changed

effective water/cement ratio rather than the dosage of the

polycarboxylate superplasticizer. As mentioned previously, the

fibre content is positively proportional to adsorbed water on the

fibre surface, but inversely proportional to the effective water. At

fibre contents >0.6 vol% which is above the boundary fibre

content, the effective water/cement ratio was insufficient for

the reaction with cement resulting in more coarser pores. This

MIP observation can also be confirmed in the above

microstructural images that the smart composite with a low

fibre content of 0.2 vol% exhibited a more compacted and

homogenised mortar matrix (Figure 5A) with uniformly

dispersed fibres in comparison to that with the highest fibre

content 2.4 vol% which had segregated mixing components

(Figure 4A) with noticeable air voids and poorly dispersed fibres.

FIGURE 7
MIP results of the specimens at the curing age of 97 days (A) Development of capillary porosity ϕ with the increasing fibre loading f (B)
differential pore size distribution at lower fibre contents, CF0.005 vol%, CF0.2 vol%, and CF0.6 vol% as examples (C) differential pore size distribution
at higher fibre contents, CF0.8 vol%, CF1.5 vol%, and CF2.4 vol% as examples.
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While at fibre contents <0.6 vol%, the volume of the

coarser pores, although lower than that of the plain mortar,

but was still progressively increasing as the fibre increases

(Figure 7A). It can be proposed that here the effective water

was sufficient for reacting with cement and dispersing the

fibres hence lower volume of the coarser pores in comparison

to the plain mortar, where the increase of the volume of the

coarser pores can be caused by the natural agglomeration of

the fibres for high aspect ratio (ratio of fibre length to the

diameter = 800 : 1).

Taking the volume of the coarser pores in the plain mortar as

a standard, the above findings can be summarized in Table 2.

3.2 Electrical properties

As noted in the previous section, the microstructure of

mortar matrix is influenced by the fibre content. Therefore, as

increasing the fibre content in smart cement-based composite,

the development of the bulk conductivity σ is a result of a “dual

action” which depends on the development of the electronic

conduction through the fibres, as well as the consequent changes

to the ionic conduction through the pore fluid in capillary pores.

In Figure 8, bulk conductivities of the mixtures have been

plotted against the increasing fibre content. In Figure 8A, it is

evident that while increasing the fibre content in the diluted CH

solution, the relationship between bulk conductivity σ and fibre

content obeyed an explicit power law:

σ∝ (f − fc)
t (3)

where σ is the bulk conductivity of the mixture (unit in S/m), f

the volume fraction of the fibres, fc the critical content for

percolation threshold, t a constant. The fitted parameters and the

R2 have been presented along with the curve of the mixture.

In Figure 8A, the two most important parameters, the

percolation threshold fc and the constant t were determined

to be 0.012 vol% and 0.924, respectively. This is a classical lattice

percolation in a continuum media, where the highly conductive

filler being dispersed in a less conductive substrate (McLachlan

et al., 1990). Far below the percolation threshold fc, the fibres

had a large distance with each other, therefore not forming an

electrically conductive network. The system was governed by the

electrolytic conduction via the less conductive substrate which

was the diluted CH solution. At or close to the percolation

threshold fc, the fibres start to touch each other and form

continuous conductive pathways throughout the substrate,

TABLE 2 Factors to dominate the increase of finer pores and coarser pores with the increasing fibre dosage.

Fibre
content f (vol%)

Efficiency of the
total mixing water

Reason for increase
in coarser pores

Reason for increase
in finer pores

Efficiency of the
polycarboxylate
superplasticizer

0 < f < 0.6 Sufficient Natural agglomeration of fibres Air bubbles and gaps as natural flaws Sufficient

0.6 Boundary

0.6 < f ≤ 2.4 Insufficient • Natural agglomeration of fibres;
• Insufficient mixing water

FIGURE 8
Development of bulk conductivity σwith the increasing fibre content f in different substrates (A) the solutionmixture (with diluted CH solution as
a continuum substrate) (B) the smart cement-based composites (with water-saturated mortar matrix as an inhomogeneous substrate).
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resulting in a sudden increase in the bulk conductivity of the

mixture. There will be a percolation zone of a range of fibre

contents near the percolation threshold, which shows a sharp

increase in bulk conductivity. Above the percolation threshold

fc, the conductivity of the mixture has finished the insulator-

metal transition. Most of the fibres were in contact or in

proximity (i.e., within the tunnelling range) with each other.

The bulk conductivity of the system is thus governed by the

electronic conduction through the contacting fibres (i.e., ohmic

conduction), and the quantum tunnelling between adjacent

fibres (i.e., the non-ohmic conduction) (Sun et al., 1998; Xu

et al., 2010, 2011; Pichór et al., 2022).

Strictly speaking, the classic percolation law can only be

applied under the following two principles, where the percolation

threshold is solely dependent on the conductive filler to use

(Zallen, 1998):

• the substrate should be homogenous and continuous

• the electrical conductivity of the substrate should be far

lower than that of the filler used.

Referring back to Figure 8A, the diluted CH solution can be

considered as a continuum and homogenous substrate. The

electrical conductivities of the carbon fibre and the diluted

CH solution differ by six orders of magnitude, at 6.7×104 S/m

(Table 1) and 0.04 S/m, respectively. Therefore, it is anticipated

that Eq. 3 is well-fitted in Figure 8A. The obtained percolation

thresholdfc, 0.012 vol%, is hence valid and consistent if the same

carbon fibres disperse into any continuum substrate with far

lower conductivity than the fibres. Xie et al. (1996) suggested that

the percolation threshold fc and constant t of smart cement-

based composite is determined by the physical properties of the

fibres (i.e., scale, aspect ratio, type of the materials, etc.) instead of

the system compositions, just like the classic percolation.

However, if using the cement mortar as the substrate,

consequently, the percolation threshold fc and constant t will

change. For example, the shrinkage strain alters the geometric

position of the fibres hence the ohmic and non-ohmic

conductions through the percolation network of the fibres

(Nan et al., 2010). This indicates that the effectiveness of the

same fibres to form the electronically conductive network can be

different once changes are made to the mortar matrix. For smart

cement-based composites, although the development of bulk

conductivity at fibre contents 0–2.1 vol% had a “quasi

percolation” fashion similar to that of the solution mixture

(Figure 8B), a fitting through Eq. 3 would be arbitrary and

against the principles of classic percolation. Increasing the

fibre content has increased the connected porosity

(Figure 7A), which indicates that in a matrix of a water-

saturated smart cement-based composite, the electronic

conduction through the fibres and the electrolytic conduction

through the liquid filled pores were simultaneously enhanced

while increasing the fibre content. Therefore, it is proposed that a

“quasi-percolation” behaviour was due to the use of the same

fibres. While the variation of the tangents of the curve in

Figure 8B resulted from the heterogeneity of the mortar

matrix and the associated changes in the pore structure while

adding in the fibres.

The carbon fibre is a conductive filler for electronic

conduction, while the pore fluid in the connected pores can

be taken as a conductive filler of alternative form

(i.e., electrolytically conductive filler), both being dispersed in

a less conductive substrate, the cement skeleton. Therefore, it is

proposed that there exists a “double percolation” in a smart

cement-based composite: the percolation through the fibres and

the percolation through the liquid filled connected pores. With

reference to Figure 8B, on the “quasi-percolation” curve, two

distinctive zones of sharp increase in the bulk conductivity can be

identified: one located at the beginning of the curve, and the other

at the end. The bulk conductivity had a sharp turn at fibre

content 2.1 vol% where a connected porosity of 18.8% was

detected, and then increased almost vertically thereafter until

FIGURE 9
Arithmetic means and standard deviations of compressive strength Rc and flexural strength Rf for (A) smart cement-based composites with fibre
contents 0–2.4 vol% (B) magnified plot for smart cement-based composites with near-zero fibre contents 0–0.1 vol%.
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at 2.4 vol% with a porosity of 23.6%. Given the fact that the

percolation threshold of capillary pores in cement matrix ranges

from 16–20% (Garboczi and Bentz, 1992; Bejaoui and Bary, 2007;

Li et al., 2016; He et al., 2018), it is likely that the percolation zone

of the connected pores lay between the fibre contents 2.1–2.4 vol

% (Figure 8B). Since the fitted fc equals to 0.012 vol% for the

same fibres in the diluted CH solution, taking the influence of the

inhomogeneity of the mortar matrix in to account, it can be

predicted that the percolation zone for the carbon fibres in

mortar matrix possibly resided at the near-zero location

within fibre contents 0–0.1 vol% where a consistent sharp

increase in conductivity occurred (Figure 8B). In conjunction

with the MIP results that the connected porosity was positively

relative to the fibre content (Figure 7A), the above finding of the

percolation zone of the connected pores was a strong indication

that mixing carbon fibres ≥2.1 vol% into mortar matrix would

result in extremely low durability. The true reason for the sharp

increase of conductivity at fibre contents ≥2.1 vol% was because

of the coalescence of the connected pores which resulted from the

poor homogeneity of mortar matrix (i.e., insufficient mixing

water), poor fibre dispersion, and accumulation of the natural

flaws (Table 2), predominating over the electronic conduction of

the carbon fibres.

3.3 Mechanical properties

The average values of the compressive strength Rc and flexural

strength Rf of smart cement-based composites with fibre contents

0–2.4 vol% are depicted in Figure 9 along with their standard

deviations. The Rc and Rf for the plain mortar as reference

strengths were obtained to be 43.8MPa and 4.8MPa, respectively.

While increasing the fibre content, the Rc increased to the peak

strength 90.1 MPa at 0.2 vol%, and then gradually decreased reaching

the lowest strength of 17.4 MPa at 2.4 vol% (Figure 9A). The Rc
exhibitedmarginal increase at lower fibre contents 0–0.1 vol%. But at

the two lowest fibre additions, 0.001 vol% and 0.005 vol%, the Rc had

fluctuational values (Figure 9B). The Rf increased with an increase in

fibre content, until a peak strength of 9.4MPa at 0.3 vol% and then

progressively decreased to 5.3 MPa at 2.4 vol%.

In comparison to the literature using the macro-scale

chopped carbon fibres with the same aspect ratio as this study

(around 800:1), a continuously increasing Rf with the increasing

fibre content was reported by Wang and Aslani (Wang and

Aslani, 2021), where the fibre contents increased from 0 to 0.7%

by mass of cement (i.e., equivalent to around 0.2 vol% in this

study). This trend was consistent with what was found in this

study at lower fibre contents 0–0.2 vol% in Figure 9A. Therefore,

the employment of large fibre dosage range in this study from 0 to

2.4 vol%, has fully revealed the growing fashion of the mechanical

properties. The increasing Rf with the increasing fibre content

was also reported by Donnini et al. with the maximum fibre

content of 1.03 vol% (Donnini et al., 2018). However, they

increased the amount of the mixing water as the fibre content

increased, which was different from this study where the mixing

water/cement ratio was fixed at all fibre contents resulting in the

decreased Rf at fibre contents ≥0.3 vol% (Figure 9A). It is worth

noting that this growing fashions of Rc and Rf, which both firstly

increased then decreased, were consistent with what was reported

in a study using carbon fibres with a lower aspect ratio (10 : 1)

where the peak mechanical properties were determined at a

higher fibre content 0.5 vol% (Garcés et al., 2005).

FIGURE 10
Schematic illustration for the development of the strengthening and weakening effects with the increasing fibre content (which is inversely
proportional to the effective water/cement ratio). The collective strength can be calculated by subtracting the magnitude of the weakening effect
from the strengthening effect.
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To explain the reasons why both Rc and Rf increased and

then decreased with the continuously increasing fibre content

in Figure 9A, the mechanism of failure should be primarily

understood. It has been observed on the fracture surface that

the carbon fibres were unlikely to break (Figures 5B, C), which

can be ascribed to its high strength (Table 1). The strength of

the common rocks for the use as aggregates has large

variations from 117 to 530 MPa according to the record in

the literature (Neville, 2011), which were still higher than the

highest compressive strength 90.1 MPa detected on CF0.2 vol

% with the (Figure 9A). Most importantly, the quality and

strength of the standard sand in this study conformed to BS

EN 196-1, which requires no influence on the mortar strength.

Therefore, it is unlikely for the strength of the mixing

components, the carbon fibre and the sand, to affect the

strength outcomes in this study. Concrete is

inhomogeneous and naturally carries flaws throughout the

matrix. In Griffith’s theory, individual flaws lead to high stress

concentrations in a very small volume while under loading,

ultimately resulting in a micro crack (or micro failure). These

microscopic cracks, through propagation and coalescence,

become macro cracks with a consequent failure of concrete

(Griffith, 1921). Therefore, more flaws normally lead to earlier

failure. In the matrix of smart cement-based composite,

failure in compression and bending occurs at the locations

where stresses are highest and where the flaws are most likely

to reside: gels and crystals, and the bonding of the mixing

components (i.e. the bonding of cement-sand, and the

bonding of cement-fibre). Fibres are bonded together in

areas of interfacial stress produced by the shrinkage strain

of cement hydration. This interfacial stress far exceeds the

boundary necessary to result in cracking (Banthia and Sheng,

1996; Bindiganavile and Banthia, 2001; Zanotti et al., 2014).

Dispersed fibres can bridge across the flaws and the micro

cracks hence providing reinforcement and being able to limit

crack propagation and coalescence by this interfacial

constriction. The increase in fibre content can increase this

bonding stress.

Also, the indirectly changed effective water/cement ratio with

the change of fibre content is another reason. Commonly, the

water/cement ratio has a limit, that, at or above the limit the

cement is sufficiently hydrated and water/cement ratio can be

inversely proportional to the strength, while below the limit the

cement cannot be fully hydrated where flaws are easy to form. In

this study, it has been demonstrated that cement can harden

through the adsorbed water on the fibres, thereby bonding the

fibres. If the remaining effective water is still above the limit, the

mixing components can be bounded by a lower “effective water-

cement” ratio which produced higher cement-sand bonding

strength (Ouda, 2015; Wang and Aslani, 2022). This effective

water-cement ratio which was still above the limit, as stated

above, was inversely proportional to the fibre content, hence

making a stronger matrix.

To summarize, the two main reasons why Rc increased with

the increasing fibre content 0–0.2 vol%, and the Rf increased with

the increasing fibre content 0–0.3 vol% (Figures 9A, B) were:

• the additional reinforcement by the bonding of the fibres:

• and the indirectly reduced effective water-cement ratio due

to fibre inclusion, which was still above the limit ensuring

full hydration and compaction

Further increasing the fibre content, the Rc and Rf decreased

from the peak strengths at 0.2 vol% and 0.3 vol% respectively, to

the lowest at 2.4 vol% (Figures 9A, B). Griffith’s theory can be

extended to explain this phenomenon because for a unit cross-

sectional area, the mechanical strength lowers as long as the

number of flaws increased. It can be proposed that at this stage,

the effective water/cement ratio was below the limit, which

allowed the flaws to increase in the hydration products and

the cement-sand bonding. Also, the presence of increased fibres

and possible fibre clumping (Figure 3A) further increased the

flaws. This weakening effect undermined the interfacial bonding

produced by the cement-fibre, which can also be proved by

Figure 4 showing a poorly bonded matrix with the lowest

“effective water-cement ratio” for having the highest fibre

content. To summarize, the mechanical properties of smart

cement-based composites were a result of a dual effect related

to the incorporation of the carbon fibres:

• the strengthening effect: the matrix was strengthened via

the additional cement-fibre interfacial bonding and the

indirectly reduced effective water/cement ratio which was

still above the limit;

FIGURE 11
Percentage change in the mechanical performances Rc and
Rf of smart cement-based composites at fibre contents 0–2.4 vol
% relative to the plain mortar (marked as line of standard strength).
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• the weakening effect: once the effective water/cement ratio

was below the limit, the mechanical strengths of the

hydration products and the cement-sand bonding were

weakened, where flaws easily formed. The flaws also readily

formed due to fibres clumping.

As anticipated, the peak values of Rc and Rf were obtained at

relatively consistent fibre contents, which were 0.2 vol% and

0.3 vol% respectively. There was a marginal increase in Rc at fibre

contents 0–0.1 vol% where the strength fluctuated. Hence from a

conventional perspective of concrete testing, it is possible that

statistical probability is the reason, which requires sufficient

samples to refine the curve at fibre contents 0–0.3 vol%. Based

on the MIP results which demonstrated that the coarser pores

were positively related to the fibre content, it can be concluded

that the weakening effect has already existed from lower to higher

fibre contents, which continuously enhanced. The overall

mechanical property is the collective works of the weakening

and the strengthening effects, that, at fibre contents 0–0.2/0.3 vol

% the strengthening effect predominated leading to increased

strengths with increased fibre contents, while at fibre contents

0.2/0.3–2.4 vol%, the weakening effect developed faster than the

strengthening effect leading to the decreasing mechanical

strength. The limit of the effective water-cement ratio was

near fibre contents 0.2 or 0.3 vol% but this will change if the

mix design (and particularly the water content) is altered. Such a

phenomenon is schematically depicted in Figure 10, where the

collective strength firstly increased to maximum at somewhere

between fibre contents 0.2 vol% and 0.3 vol%, and then reduced.

The underlying mechanisms for the mechanical strength

which firstly increased then decreased with the continuously

increasing fibre content has been investigated based on the

absolute values in Figure 9. To better categorize the properties

at all fibre contents, the percentage of increase in comparison to

the plain mortar was plotted in Figure 11, which was calculated

through

Percentage of increase � Rt − R0

R0
× 100% (4)

where Rt the mechanical strength (e.g., Rc and Rf) at a certain

fibre content, R0 the mechanical strength of the plain mortar as

standard strength.

In comparison to the standard strength of plain mortar, the

peak Rc was found to have an increase of 105% at fibre content

0.2 vol%, while the lowest Rc at fibre content 2.4 vol% showed a

reduction of 60% (Figure 11). The Rf of the smart cement-based

composite was found to be higher than that of the plain mortar at

all fibre contents. The peak Rf was found to have an increase of

95% for sensor 0.3 vol%. This result was consistent with what was

reported in the study by Chen and Chung (1993b). Even the

lowest incorporation of carbon fibres, 0.001 vol%, enhanced the

Rf by 72%, while the highest incorporation, 2.4 vol%, enhanced

the Rf only by 11%.

4 Conclusion

In this present study, smart cement-based composite

containing carbon fibres at dosages ranging from 0–2.4 vol% in

a standard mortar matrix with fixed proportions of water, cement,

sand, and polycarboxylate superplasticizer were manufactured.

This is the first time a large range and small increments in

fibre contents were assessed for both electrical and mechanical

properties. The associated changes in the electrical andmechanical

properties with changing fibre content were reported and

discussed based on the microstructural observations and

existing theories. The findings can be summarized as follows:

• At lower fibre contents, smart cement-based composite

showed a uniform dispersion of the fibres but with fewer

fibre-fibre contact points, whereas at higher fibre contents,

smart cement-based composite had relatively lower quality

of fibre dispersion but with more fibre-fibre contact points.

• As the fibre content increased, more mixing water was

adsorbed onto the surface of the carbon fibres, resulting in

less effective water remaining. This phenomenon indirectly

changed the “effective water-cement” ratio, which alters

the appearance, microstructural, electrical, and mechanical

properties of smart cement-based composites. It is

suggested that the amount of the mixing water should

be increased to an appropriate extent as the fibre content

increases in order to compensate this adverse effect.

• As the fibre content increased, the electrical conductivity of

water-saturated smart cement-based composite underwent

a double percolation process: the percolation of the carbon

fibres and the percolation of the connected pores. The

percolation zone of the carbon fibres was determined to be

0–0.1 vol% while the percolation zone of the connected

pores was located at the fibre loadings 2.1–2.4 vol%.

• Both the compressive and flexural strengths firstly increased

to the peak and then decreased to the lowest with increasing

fibre content. This phenomenon was contributed by a dual

effect of increasing the fibre content: the matrix was

strengthened via the interfacial cement-fibre bonding and

indirectly reduced effective water/cement ratio, while the

matrix was weakened once the effective water/cement ratio

was below a limit which did not produce sufficient cement

hydration and also promoted fibre clumping.

• In comparison to the plain mortar, smart cement-based

composites of all fibre contents had higher flexural

strengths, whereas the compressive strength was higher

at fibre contents 0–1.0 vol% and lower at fibre contents

1.2–2.4 vol%. The peak compressive strength was obtained

at the fibre content 0.2 vol% with a value of 90.1 MPa

showing an increase of 105%, whereas the peak flexural

strength was found at 0.3 vol% with a value of 9.4 MPa

showing an increase of 95%. The incorporation of fibres

0–1.0 vol% resulted in the improved mechanical
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performances of smart cement-based composites in

comparison to the plain mortar.

This study presents a full laboratory characterization on the

physico-chemical properties of electrically conductive smart

cement-based composite, which is a necessary step prior to

the evaluation of self-sensing performances. In general

conclusion, smart cement-based composites containing

relatively low fibre contents (≤0.3 vol%) had bulk conductivity

at or near the zone of percolation, better mechanical

performance, and better quality of fibre dispersion. Based on

the outcomes of the transitional processes and the underlying

mechanisms discussed in this pilot research, further

improvements on the composite’s physical properties can be

accomplished by improving the manufacturing process and mix

design, which allows for the assessment of the multifunctional

self-sensing performances of the more optimized and robust

carbon fibre reinforced cement-based sensors.
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